Chapter XV
DESIGNS FROM COUNTRIES OTHER THAN U.S. OR U.K.
BEARKOK

L0.A.
Beam, O.A.
Draught
CB.

1959

12 metres
4.5 metres
0.5 metre, and
1.6 metres

Designer and Builder: 0. Koch

Beam (hull deck)
Beam (hull bottom)
Mast Length
Sail Area

0.90 metre
0.60 metre
12 metres
SO sq metres
Sweden

BEARKOK can be compared t o the original MANU KAZ for the amount of
work, thought and dogged perseverance which it has involved. To design almost
without help and build a 40ft cruising catamaran by one's own labours is quite
some job.
Hull Design
The hulls have a nice profile with a V bow transforming t o a flat floor and box
section amidships and aft. They are asymmetrical with the flat sides out and shallow draught rather like the hulls of Victor Tchetchet. They are covered with
polyester-fibreglass.
Bridge Deck
This consists of a streamlined cabin about 3ft in depth which will presumably
have the berths which, with 6ft of headroom in the hulls, will make very comfortable accommodation. Extra berths can be in the hulls.
The Assembled Craft
The hulls are close together and will cause some venturi effect with "rooster tail"
at speed. A large centreboard is used which will improve the speed of putting
about.
Expected Performance
At this size, the accommodation can be easily carried and still give the ratio of
sail area to weight needed to allow a catamaran its speed. The hull shape may not
be ideal according t o our studies but it is not so different that high speeds cannot
be obtained and somewhere about the 20 knot mark (possibly higher) may be
made. Light wind performance is likely t o be relatively poor.
The Sail Rig
With a mast only the length of the boat, capsize should be extremely difficult
and large sails may be used in light weather.

Summary
BEARKOK is a large cruising catamaran of good conception which should have
high speeds in strong winds and be almost immune from capsize.

Sailing Trials
Since writing the above BEARKOK has been launched and sailed. Despite the
small sail area, the speed is equivalent t o the fast dinghies b u t she is so stable that
it is intended t o double the present area of canvas by using a mizzen mast and increasing the length of mainmast. The shallow draught is a great boon on the tideless Baltic where she can nuzzle into the shore anywhere and, I should think
very useful t o explore the islands where she sails. It is believed that she planes in
strong winds b u t this indeed seems unlikely to me.

CONDA VISTA
by Douglas Glanville
80 Oxlade Drive, New Farm N.8.. Brisbane, Australia

L0.k
LW.L
Beam
Beam (hull)

23 ft
20 ft
l 1 ft
1 ft 6 i n

Draught
Weight
Sail Area
Small Rig

12 in
1,200 Ibs
263 sq ft
179 sq ft

CONDA VISTA was designed at a time where there was n o information available
on catamarans. I wanted a cat with full headroom and accommodation and between 35 and 40ft overall but, not wishing t o have a failure at that size I decided
t o try out my ideas on a 23ft boat first. CONDA VISTA has been so successful
that I now wish I had made a 40ft craft instead.
The Design
CONDA VISTA is a Manu Kai type with asymmetric hulls, simply made with
deep box-like sections and fibreglassed t o 5in or 6in above the waterline so she
cannot leak. All the timber used is straight and fits together like a Meccano set.
The Asymmetric Hulls
These were chosen in order t o avoid a C.B., keels or fins. The outsides of the
hulls are flat and create no bow wave. On the insides of the bows, waves form
and collide just aft of amidships and pass across t o press against the stems, partly
regaining the energy lost at the bows. The section is near enough that used by
Victor Tchetchet. One could suspect eddying flow around the chines but none is
apparent on CONDA VISTA.

Water Flows around Hulls
4 knots. No wake or other disturbance is seen.
6 knots. The water flows beautifully along the waterlines and starts to show a
build-up wave under the cockpit. Two feet in front of the rudders a wave,
looking like a bow wave, starts to slide up the rudder and pours through the inch
space between the sternpost and rudder, like a miniature waterfall. Small wakes are
are just visible.
8 knots and above. The waterfall increases to gin but not higher than that. On
our fastest run, we took colour movies by hanging over the bows and even at this
unknown speed (our speedo stops at 16 knots) the water flow between the hulls
was unbelievably undisturbed till, near the stern, the rooster tail formed and was
spurting 20 to 30ft behind us.
At n o time does C O N D A VISTA show any broken bow waves or foaming
water with seas less than 20ft high. There is no illusion of speed as in the photographs of SHEAR W A T E R and GEMINI. The feeling is that the water must be
covered with oil, so perfect is the flow. I therefore consider it rather regrettable
that these asymmetrical thoroughbred hulls have been given such a death sentence on page 44.

Another thing which seems queer to me and has not been mentioned in magazines is the asymmetrical hull's ability to surf down the face of a wave in light
winds. The hulls are so narrow that one would expect the wave to slide harmlessly under the boat, but it doesn't. My theory is that the venturi effect between
*thehulls gives the waterflow terrific velocity. The following wave tries to sweep
through between the hulls but strikes the high speed water. There is a big wave
build up and the cat is driven forwards by the wedge action on the curved insides
of the sterns.
Quite often one reads that asymmetrical hulls tend to bear away in squalls
and are therefore dangerous. This is definitely not correct. The boat turns up into the wind and handles the same as a perfectly balanced yacht, except of course
that larger turning arcs are necessary. Staying is slow but sure and even when
deliberately put "in irons" it is no problem to run backwards, the rudders are
reversed and the cat swings round like backing a car.
The Bridge Deck
The two hulls are bridged from bows to sterns. Few catamarans are built thus
nowadays. The pros and cons are as follows:

Disadvantage
Under heavy conditions close hauled into winds of 25 to 3 0 mph, the lift from
the bridge is excessive and tends to lift the cat out of the water. This gives a capsizey feeling. To prevent this, I c a n y the outboard motor, spare sails, anchor and
chain half way between the bows and the mast. Strangely, this extra bow loading
in no way tends t o make the lee bow dig in.

Advantages
1 Gives completely dry sailing deck.

2 Eliminates nose-diving or the hulls burying into the backs of waves after
"planing" down a steep face. In dirty S.E.s, we get very steep waves in the bay,
probably 5ft high. The cat can then hurtle out into space with the hulls bare up
to the mast. She then drops into the next wave. She rises fast but cannot clear
the crest with buoyancy alone. The fore end of the bridge deck takes over and
skids her over the top. Maybe, an inch or two of water splashes over the lee bow,
just wetting the corner.

3 Gives approximately an extra 100 sq ft of usable deck space for changing
headsails and setting spinnakers.

4 Lift from the bridge deck reduces wetted surface, gives a firm anchoring base
for the jib and forestay. The jib can be set low to the deck and is dry after a sail.
Close hauled, the jib is not affected by the "updraught" from the hull.

Freeboard
This is approximately 36in and is thought by many t o be excessive. However, we
have had a few waves on deck and some have hit underneath. These last shake
the catamaran from stem t o stern and then up t o the truck. The crash is terrific.
One or two waves have hit together under the cockpit hard enough t o lift the
temporary cover over the engine hole and fill the cockpit with water which pours
out at once, of course. This has only happened when driving hard under full sail
into steep seas. An orthodox keel yacht would have been hove-to or flogging and
pounding, making little or n o headway. CONDA VISTA, with her very fine ends
(prismatic coefficient 0.51) slices through at a steady 6 or 8 knots.
Accommodation
There is enough room in the cabin to crawl in and sleep. It is 8 f t X 5ft X about
3ft high. Little thought was put into this section and the craft was designed to
develop a perfect cruising catamaran. At double the size, it would be very comfortable indeed.

Engine
This is a small local outboard motor with a Villiers 147 cc two-stroke motor and,
with a small throttle setting. CONDA VISTA does 3 t o 4 knots at around 20
miles per gallon. The cockpit floor is removable and the outboard drops through
it. The engine must be removed before sailing as otherwise it swamps itself in the
"build-up" waves.
Performance
Very roughly, we d o 2/3rds the speed of the wind. In medium winds, this is about
about as fast as a Dragon. In a 30 mph wind, with the wind over the quarter, we
must do 1 8 t o 20 mph as we have averaged 13 mph across the Bay and quite a bit
bit of the time were only clocking 10 mph. In no way do I want t o give the impression that this cruiser is going t o keep u p with a Shearwater or Yvonne 20. The
latter machine has been timed at 23 mph over three miles but the ride is like
going over railway sleepers; wet is not the word and you have t o sail every second
or else feed the sharks. At all times CONDA VISTA sails on an even keel and
ambles along around 12 to 15 mph, dry as a bone and we could, if we wanted to,
have our lunch on the foredeck.

BLACK DESIGN
by C.T. Black
Constantia Flower Farm, Doordrift Rd., Constantia, S. Africa

37 ft 10 in

Weight
Sail Area

4 , 5 0 0 lbs
6 0 0 sq ft

The drawings show the catamaran which I am at present building. The boat is of
a round hull section very similar to the SHEAR WATER I11 up to the water line.
The main difference is the sheer and the quite pronounced flare to the bows. The
construction is t o be completely of fibreglass with the exception of bulkheads
and internal fittings.
Two wells are provided in the hulls to take two 5 hp Seagull ohtboards with
the large hydroplane prop which I estimate will give a speed of around 7 knots,
for getting in and out of harbour. The lower ends of the wells close when the
outboards are lifted by sliding hatches.
Owing to the fibreglass construction, it is not necessary t o deck the boat right
across the two hulls which means that one can utilize the hulls as passage ways.
This allows for considerable accommodation. There is a main cabin which measures 9ft X 6ft a n d has 5ft loin of headroom. The hulls are then used as passageways with the owner's cabin on the port side which has a double bunk, plenty of
lockers, wash-basin, head and shower. On the starboard side are a galley, double
bunk and two pipe cots as well as a head and plenty of locker space. This has all
been made possible by the strong girder construction which is incorporated as
the cabin top which is also of fibreglass. This girder bridge joins the two hulls and
also forms a very strong base for the stepping of the mast.
It looks t o me as if fibreglass construction is the only way to get very strong
construction in a light boat, which is very important. It has taken me six months
of work to make the male moulds and Frank Lawrence is at present making the
female moulds in fibreglass. Lawrence has had considerable experience in this
work so his help is greatly appreciated.
May I say here how greatly I have been helped by the AYRS publications.
The information given in them has helped me tremendously in designing this
boat. The whole thing now is how the prototype will sail when completed at the
weight of 4,500 Ibs, with nearly 600 sq ft of sails which works out at approximately 8 Ibs per sq ft. She should perform quite well but I shall be well satisfied
if we get 15 to 1 6 knots out of her-anyhow, here's hoping.

POLISH CRUISER

Recently, there has been considerable interest in the AYRS in Poland. They also
seem to be designing and building some fine yachts, though information is scarce.
Wladyslaw Koziorowski has sent me this design for a 26ft catamaran which
looks very pleasant. The two main features which call for comment are the very
small amount of asymmetry on a very fast and seakindly hull shape and the
buoyant floats at the ends of the cross trees. The main dimensions are as follows:
L0.k
LW.L

Beam

26 ft 3 in
23 ft 7 in
13 ft 1 in

Displacement
Sail Area

A Polish design

2,200 lbs
382 sq ft

POLARIS
by Captain Dario Salata

1969

Rapallo, Piazzale Funivia, ltalia
L0.k
Beam
L.W.L.
Displacement

6 0 ft
20 ft 6 in
47 ft
I1 tons

Sail Area
2,100 sq ft
Engines, two Diesels of 35 hp each
Speed under power
10 knots
Speed under sail
18 knots

Designer: Captain Dario Salata

I think this is one of the biggest catamarans in the world. POLARIS has two two-
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berth cabins, four single-berth cabins, three toilets, one dining room, one drawing
room in which two persons can sleep and a large galley and plenty of room for
sails, storing, etc.

I have designed the POLARIS after having studied for a long time the shape of
the hull (particularly the asymmetrical shape), the construction and all the other
things which are especially important in so big a catamaran. The appearance of
the boat is very agreeable and the cabin is not too prominent, though the height
inside is 6ft 6in.
Performance
POLARIS can be easily steered and can reach very high speeds. Her performance
is much better than in an ordinary single hulled boat. She is an excellent racing
boat with all the comforts of a very fast motor sailer.

POLARIS is seaworthy. The tendency t o pitching is normal and not at all excessive. If she were smaller, however, this might be greater but with her L.W.L.
of 47ft, and with the distribution of weight and the shape of the hull, it is easy.
Owing t o the shape of hull, putting about is easy and when sailing t o windward, she has reached a speed of 10-12 knots with a real angle from the true
wind direction of 46O. The wind speed on this occasion was 1 2 meters per
second (24 mph).

POLARIS is faster than racing and cruising single hulled boats both close
hauled and reaching. She has a very big spinnaker of about 2,600 sq ft which
gives her good performance running.
The mast is an aluminium spar made in Italy. The construction is in a special
laminated wood and plywood planking.

POLARIS was built by Cantiere Navale di Doncratico (Livorno). The sails are,
of course. Salata Sails.
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MlGA

L0.A.
Beam
Sail Area

1964

4. 75 m
2.40 m

Displacement

(a) designed 0.542 ton

(b) actual 0.600 ton

Designer, Builder and Owner: Joao Mendonca

I finally finished, launched and sailed my catamaran MICA on 20th November,
1962 and in the first month have sailed in 19 times with winds from force 0 to
force 6.
MICA is a small catamaran not intended for speed but for coastal cruising
with comfort. Originally, I had designed her with a L.O.A. of 3.99 m (13ft lin)
but my wife insisted that I redesign her to the full length of the 16ft)ength of
the plywood board.
The hull lines show a very flat bottom of V section and the beam was calculated to give the necessary space inside of 0.8m. I used %in marine plywood,
glued and screwed, the final weight being about 1,000 lbs, without crew. The
bridge deck extended right from the bows to the sterns because I wanted plenty
of space and a dry cat.
The proud moment of her contact with the wind and water was wonderful
and I was happy with everything. Firstly, there was the pleasure of sailing a catamaran of my own design, the second I had seen and sailed (the first was to my
design, too, and it was wrecked 3 years before in the night); secondly, I was not
disappointed with anything at all.
The speed was good for such a boat; she planes with winds of force 4. The
lateral stability is enormous. She tacks in 2 or 3 seconds because of (a) the
weight, (b) the big beam of each hull and (c) because I put the centre of lateral
resistance 10 per cent back to obtain an exaggerated Ackermann effect. The
weather rudder brakes somewhat and helps the cat to go about quickly.
On the second day, I had a strong wind of force 6 and I was forced to reef the
mainsail, not because of the stability but because I was afraid the mast might
break. The fore hatches were not well closed and some water got in but when
sailing free, we met one wave into which the bows dived till the fore deck was
covered with water about l f t deep. But the cat recovered very well and we have
never done the same since.

I have never measured the speed but I suppose that when planing MIGA
reached the modest but good speed of 10 knots for short periods.

MIGA is very dry. The spray deflectors work well. The bottom of the bridge
only occasionally is touched by waves. When close hauled, with foot high short
waves, the motion is smooth, I suppose because of compressed air under the
bridge. Her course, close hauled is very good, too, at 45O from the wind.
There is plenty of space for 5 adults, or 9 children, but the ideal is 2 or 3
adults only.
The only bad thing I found in MIGA is that it was a very expensive boat to
build, 2300. I suppose with the same money I could have built a small coastal
cruising boat (one hull) of 20ft or a trimaran of 24ft.
If my official life goes as I hope, in October next year I will sail with MIGA t o
Lourenco Marques, 1,500 miles away.
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DACAPO 24

A family cruiser from Sweden
L0.k
LW.L
Beam

28 ft 5 in
24 ft 8 in
14 ft 2 in

Designer: Heinz-Jurgen Sass

Sail Area
Weight
Displacement

387 sq ft

387 sq ft
2,9 10 lbs
4,260 lbs

Eriksovagen 23, Vaxholm, Sweden

DACAPO 24 is the latest in a series of four boats which range in size from 23 to
35ft. It has been designed to provide enough room for a family of 4 to 6. To give
the boat pleasing lines the coach-roof has been kept low. In fact the roof is so
low that the helmsman can see over it when sitting in the cockpit. The centre of
the roof is planked with % in teak to give added strength and more "eye-appeal".
To get full head room in the galley and chart room a "plexiglass" dome is fitted over each, or alternatively, sliding hatches can be provided. The chart room
has space for extra storage and it is fitted with a table large enough to take unfolded charts.
The boat is divided in the middle by a longitudinal bulkhead which at the
same time is the centreboard case. Forward in the starboard hull is an extra
bunk, and aft of this there is a settee with a folding table to make a dining quarter. Situated by the hatch is the large galley with plenty of storage space. Two
cabins are situated on the forward part of the wing and each includes a double
bunk. Aft of the main cabin is the toilet, complete with lavatory, wash basin and
hanging locker/s.

The cockpit extends across the full width of the boat. Use is made of the rear
constructional beam by incorporating seats with built-in lockers. The centre locker contains safety equipment and opens outboard so that i t is easy to reach in
the event of a capsize.
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The centreboard is placed in the longitudinal bulkhead to get simple and
effective construction. Advantages of this centreboard are: an effective plan with
high aspect ratio, n o long openings in the hulls, low weight and easy handling.
The lines of the hulls were drawn to get a low wetted area with a nearly semicircular section. When fully loaded the transom is slightly beneath the water line.
At low speeds this may not be so good b u t at high speeds and in open waters it
is advantageous. The spray deflectors (knuckle type) and the wide transoms
should prevent pounding. Plastic foam buoyancy is placed in the extreme ends of
both hulls. A low sail plan is used to produce a safe boat for family sailing. The
alloy mast is rotating. A genoa can be sheeted to a track on the outside of the
coach roof.
Hulls are GRP and all other parts are of wood to keep down weight and costs.
The GRP hulls will be available to amateurs for home completion.

PEROUN

1969

by J. Perestyuk
Vishchdubechanska 41, Flat 207, Kiev-140, U.S.S.R.

PEROUN was launched on the 11th June 1967 and it has already had a test-run
on the route Kiev-Odessa-Kiev. It was brought ashore for the winter and at the
moment is preparing for a longer voyage, this time to Batumi (this is a Black Sea
port in Georgia, n o t far from the Turkish border).
PEROUN was designed using as prototypes the best foreign two-hulled sailing
boats. However we often had to find new solutions because we did not have
drawings or detailed data about these boats, and also because of the technological limitations such as difficulty with the welding of thin sheets of light alloy. In
deciding the lines of the hulls, for example, we had to go for a less than optimum
shape, a hard chine with a 105O angle V for the 'midship underwater section.
This shape made it possible to avoid the stamping out of shaped frames and,
most important of all to dispense with the problem of bending the plates into
compound curves. However it was very difficult to avoid welding deformation on
the flat smooth surfaces of the shell. We had to recourse to heating to correct the
errors, but of course this did not give the best result.
The catamaran is wholly made out of the AMg-5B alloy. The framework was
made up of elements of standard shapes, or else elements were stamped out with
a press.
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PEROUN on her maiden voyage to Odessa

a n d that of his second in command, a n d in the back parts a toilet and the galley.
We carried a full crew when we sailed, a n d we can categorically state that there
was n o reason t o complain of being cramped. Of course t h e warm weather meant
that we could stay o n deck the greater part of the time, b u t when we sat down t o
eat i n the deck-house, there was room for everyone a t the table.
The catamaran performed well o n t h e water. The first joy it gave us was when
after launching, i t floated exactly o n t h e waterline which we had calculated. We
did n o t test it i n stormy weather if only because during t h e voyage the wind did
n o t reach Force 5 more than once o r twice. But apart from that we had our sails
t o worry about, f o r they would not have stood up t o the first fresh gust. The
catamaran rises o n t o the waves well b u t the waves knock under t h e bridge section.
Manoeuvrability of the craft was satisfactory. Coming a b o u t can be carried
o u t relatively easily even in a weak wind, although then y o u have t o hold t h e
foresail aback. T h e speed and gliding qualities of the catamaran were undoubtedly affected by t h e low quality of the sails, both the material a n d the sewing.
But all the same a t Force 3 or 4 we easily outdistanced a Flying Dutchman.

ALLOUETTE
by C.H. Cunningham
1 5 7 Warren Road, Mordialloc 3 1 9 5 , Melbourne, Australia

About 1950 we, that is, Lindsay and I became interested in catamarans. We had
read about the exploits of MANU KAI which, it seems, was the first really good
performing cat. We started with the YVONNE which finished 20ft X 7ft 6in X
200 sq ft of sail, rightable by its two man crew. After many requests, the
QUICKCAT followed; then the X. Y . 16ft; the AUSTRAL 20ft; C.CAT; UNICAT
12ft; MANTA 16ft. This took us till about 1959. We then began thinking about
a cruising cat which would be self righting. We had read somewhere that Woody
Brown the MANU-KAZ designer was not satisfied with catamarans for offshore
work owing t o the dire consequences of a knockdown. We were also aware that
the lack of heavy ballast was the main reason for the impressive performance of
well designed catamarans. A compromise was decided upon-sufficient ballast to
right the boat with the hull designed t o be unstable when upside down. The boat
to be a reasonable proposition for an amateur builder. The QUICYCAT hull
form was decided upon as we thought that it met that requirement. Lindsay
went to work with the slide rule and a beam of only 12ft 3in was found to be the
ideal to suit the overall length of 35ft.
The 12ft 3in beam seemed a little narrow but figures showed that a wider
beam would not be so easily rightable if upside down. A precise scale model was
made from balsa wood and much fun was had sailing it on the shore of Port
Phillip Bay. This gave us a wide range of conditions. We decided that the model
had justified our figures and we would go ahead with the full size boat.
Dimensions were to be 35ft O.A., 12ft 3in beam, l f t loin draught. 6ft headroom in each hull with 3ft 3in headroom in bridgedeck. Sail area 300 sq ft in
main and jib. A single centre-pivoting ballasted keel with a hoist and lowering
winch. This plate was 7in thick X 2ft 3in X 1 l f t hung on a six leg truss under the
centre of the bridgedeck, the pivot point being 6in above the waterline. Draught
with keel down was 7ft 3in. The swinging plate was to be swung aft when driving
hard down wind to off-set any nose-diving tendencies.
The rudders had swing up blades t o be consistent with the keel. The area fore
and aft between the hulls were netted over to reduce windage when heeled and
also to save weight. The skin was 318 in Giant Reswood plywood which comes in
7ft X 25ft X 318 from Sydney. All of our designs even the fibreglass ones had
these sheets of various required thicknesses incorporated in the design. The outside grain of the ply was vertical in the topside to gain rigidity and across the
decks and bottoms for the same reason. The bottoms were double thickness. The
hulls were sheathed with fibreglass t o above the waterline and glued.
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I ' I I ~ .c.tl)iri top was framed with 1% in X 1Yz in laminated, and skinned over
i r 11 r wc, thicknesses o f 3/16 in plywood. We did try coloured resin as a paint but

~cx.lcdol'l' later.
W e launched ALLOIIFTTE just in time for the Xmas summer h o l i d a y s 1 9 6 1

\.~iledher down t o Blairgowrie a t the southern end of Port Phillip Bay. We
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11.1tl cluitc a good holiday using ALLOCTETTE as a day sailer only. With as many

.I\ I'ourtcen on board we would set o u t across the sand banks nudging the keel up
011 the sand and taking up the slack o n the winch. We did enter one race but
wcre left behind by a fleet of YVONNES. We did find that in heavy going we
c.ould hold them o n the wind, b u t t h e light weather was disappointing.
We entered i n the annual Williarnstown Geelong race of 30 odd miles. We
had trouble before the start when the overnight anchor fouled an old mooring, so
delaying us half an hour. Wlth a flying downwind start in a hard north westerly
"Allie" started to impress: the distant fleet backed towards us. We gained courage and hung up the genoa-cum-spinnaker. Entering Geelong we caught the B
class fleet which had been our objectice. She would go in fresh conditions nnyway. Next morning in a n around Geelong harbour race we were again reminded
of her poor light weather ability. We sailed back t o hlelbourne next day in a
freshening southerly easily outdistancing a smart eight metre boat.
The accommodation o n ALLOUETTE was rather spartan. A small enclosed
toilet a t the fore-end of the port hull inside the cabin, and a gas cylinder with a
small twin burner. It was apparent t h a t twin bow waves were mounting up between the hulls causing too much drag against the keel pivot truss. Also the keel
itself was obviously t o o thick. Trouble struck when some split links in the
mooring chain failed and ALLOUETTE came ashore. The keel was plumb down
and she must have been bumping full weight most of the way into the beach
which was fortunately sandy. She lay o n her starboard side with the lead foot of
the keel buried in the sand. 1-indsay performed a kind of war dance on finding
that all of his structural designing had stood up t o such a gruelling test. A slightly
damaged topside from a joust with other boats o n the way in was all that had
happened.
We were n o t game t o try and really capsize ALLOUETTE, as any time we
approached this condition we gave up in fear of some costly breakage. We did try
winching the mast down t o a pier b u t the great strain o n the tackle forced us t o
the conclusion hat the righting m o m e n t was considerably greater than we had
reckoned. We returned ALLOUETTE t o the yacht yard and began some modifi-

cations. A steel envelope only 3in thick out of 118 in plate with the lead poured
into the lower end replaced the wooden keel.
Six feet was added t o the bottom of the mast with a 25 per cent sail increase.
The result was definitely an improvement.

We could outsail our comparative opposites by 3 per cent in light conditions
using a Genoa in under 10 knot winds. She was slightly closer-winded in all conditions and had no trouble outsailing big offshore keelers (some of them well
known overseas) in the heavier conditions.
Lindsay sold ALLOUETTE when the Little America Cup was coming up as
we were keen t o join the rat-race. The chaps who bought ALLOUETTE were not
racing types although they claimed that they were sure of winning in a strong
wind. In the winter of 1968 Graham Candy and I were battling t o get the L.C.C.
C.T. challenge for Australia. Having some time t o spare, I talked Iindsay into a
re-appraisal of AL,LOUETTE. A modified model was made with twin lee-boards
on the inboard side of the hulls with half the ballast in each one. This was tested
against the original model. However we found that we could n o t improve on the
original design t o any great extent and still retain the self righting ability.

One of the anchors of ALLOUETTEE1s moorings broke allowing her t o swing
onto a reef. Being held over this with the keel pounding on the reef for about
twenty four hours proved t o be a bit much for the swing plate truss and several
members were replaced in metal which did provide less wind and water drag.
This was about one year ago. Trouble struck again for the third and last time
when the moorings let go and ALLOUE TTE is now n o m o r e as she crashed
against a large wooden breakwater and disintegrated. T h e owners had had ten
years of happy sailing on the waters of Port Phillip.
Summing u p I think ALLOUETTE was worth while. I have not garnished this
account, putting the facts as I saw them. Another ALLOUETTE would b e a challenge t o some adventurer. I would have preferred double hull thickness and a
cabin top. Otherwise, she proved herself quite adequate structurally. I am satisfied that she was far more seaworthy than most of the many multifiulls that have
gone offshore in the last twenty years. Many of these are built by starry-eyed
amateurs with little regard for their own safety or the safety of the unfortunate
people who p u t their trust in them. I have raised great indignation in some quarters when I suggested that none of these types be allowed t o takesany of these o r
any other yacht offshore without a proficiency certificate, more particularly
when others are involved. Port Phillip is a big rough bay a n d just outside this is
Bass Strait, one of the dirtiest stretches of water in the world. The only time we
took ALLOUETTE o u t into the strait it was quite mild and was no test for seakeeping.
The photos show ALLOUETTE as she was several years ago. We made the sail
ourselves, having made many successful ones on smaller boats. However, we
found that the big sails require different techniques and the battens in these
photos d o look shocking; however we eventually had the sail setting quite well.

S P I N D R I F T 40
L0.A.
LW.L
Extreme Beam
Draft - IIuU only
rudder
daggerboards down

40 ft
36 ft
21 ft
1 ft 9 in
2 ft 9 in
4 ft 9 in

Designer: Lock Crowther

Sail Area - main & genoa
- spinnaker
Displacement L.W.L.
Approx. Weight empty
Maximum Payload
Materials Cost
Auxiliary Power

971 sq ft
1500 sq ft
8000 Ibs
4500 Ibs
4500 Ibs
A1 600 - 8000
20 hp O/B

P.O. Box 35, Turramurra, NSW 2074, Australia.

Spindrift 40 is a cruising-racing catamaran, capable of long distance cruising or of
competing with any multi or monohull design anywhere in the world. Her
accommodations are very comfortable, completely self contained private double
cabins with full headroom in each hull, provide privacy for two family groups.

SPINDRIFT 40

Developed from a long line of extremely successful ocean racing and day
sailing multihulls she can maintain incredible average speeds with a n easy sea
going motion keeping her crew alert, comfortable and efficient. She definitely
has the potential t o d o a 300 mile, 24 hour run as did her sister KRAKEN 40 trimaran in the 1969 Bermuda race.
The cabin has been designed t o provide minimum wind resistance in a head
wind a n d consequently is very low. This also adds t o her sleek performance, yet
with her unusual lift u p cabin t o p raised, she provides full headroom in the cabin
area.

The main disadvantage of a catamaran as compared with a trimaran is the reduced overall beam, and hence reduced sail carrying power. Wing clearance is
inter-related with hull spacing; the wider the gap, the higher the wing. Most cat
designs have insufficient stability as the designs have provided full headroom in
the wing cabin, necessitating a low wing clearance and hence narrow hull spacing.
Lock has used the ingenious "Thunderbird" style lift up cabin top to provide full
headroom, yet under sailing conditions with the top down, the cabin is very low
and the wing has been raised accordingly, allowing much greater hull spacing. In
fact she has four feet more beam than the average cat of her length and therefore
much greater stability and safety.

Chapter XVI

SOME NEW DESIGNS
STILETTO

1976

Designed by: Bill Higgins
Styling by: Don Ansley
Manufactured by: Force Engineering
L 0.A.
LW.L.
Beam:
Telescoped width:
(for trailering)
Draft:

26 Et 1 0 in
24 ft
13 ft 1 0 in
7 f t llYzin

Hull:
Berths:
Weight:
(ready t o sail)

Aircraft epoxy fibreglass
Two- 7 ft double berths
8 0 0 Ibs

9 in board up
4 ft board down

Design speed:

2 2 MPH+

The first catamaran in the Fisher tradition
L.O. A.
L.W.L
Breadth Overall

28 ft
24 ft 5% in
13 ft 1 in

Builders: Fairways marine

(8.53111)
(7.45m)
(3.99m)

Draught
Displacement
(fully laden)

3 ft l in
3.8 tons

(1.03m)
(3860 kg)

Hamble, Southampton. S 0 3 5HL. England.

If you have spent any time at all considering the many designs available for family
family cruising, you will already be familiar with the concept of a Fisher. It
means a hull design which combines ruggedness with seaworthy character which
you can depend on to perform comfortably under sail or power. And especially
both. It means a very non-traditional standard of comfort below decks. What
others regard as a luxury, you'll find as standard on a Fisher.
Like the rest of the Fisher range, the CATFISHER combines flair and comfort, born of experience and commonsense. For the first time, the rugged, seaworthy Fisher character has been applied to a catamaran design resulting in an
enormously spacious accommodation. Not surprisingly, the profile of the CATFISHER bears a striking resemblance to the mono-hull Fishers.

For the cruising man a catamaran offers enormous advantages. At a given
overall length, more space both in interior accommodation and deck area can be
offered as well as giving the family a very stable cruising boat.
The ketch rig is known for its ease of handling and the C A T F I S H E R has the
additional advantage that all sheets and halliards lead back t o the cockpit. The
cockpit itself will accommodate the whole crew, with an excellent view forward
from the helmsman's position. Wheel steering is mounted on the console containing engine controls and instrumentation. Needless t o say, the deck space
offers sunlovers more room than on a comparable monohull yacht.
Deck space as with most catamarans is of course truly enormous. The wide
foredeck has four deck lockers set in i t giving anchor stowage on the central
deck, and spacious sail bins in the forward end of each hull and there is a wide
safe deck area around the mast for sail handling.
Power when you need it is supplied by a centrally mounted Mercedes engine,
driving twin screws which can be independently controlled via hydl;aulic drive
providing more than ample performance and excellent manoeuvrability.
With the Fisher name to it, we need hardly tell you that the C A T F I S H E R is
tenaciously seaworthy. Nor indeed that accommodation is unusually spacious.
Yet we feel that here is one boat whose accommodation and open space above
and below decks can only be appreciated by actually going aboard.

CATFISHER 28
306

The spacious deck saloon is unusual, as it offers a luxurious crescent shaped
seating area that surrounds the teak dining table. Another unique feature is the
two double cabins with king-sized double berths (6ft loin X 4 f t ) completely selfcontained with large wardrobe and dressing table.
What distinguishes the owner's stateroom from that of the guests' is the extra
floor space and seating which allows it t o be used as a day cabin.
The CATFISHER sleeps 7 and in a manner to which you may be totally unaccustomed. Unless of course, you too enjoy the lavish use of solid teak and fine
attention to detail which ownership of a Fisher will bring you.

Deck Fittings
Top quality stainless steel pulpits, foredeck rail, stern rails and lifeline stanchions
are fitted and through bolted with 5/16 in stainless steel bolts. Lifelines are 4 mm
stainless steel wire PVC covered to 6 mm and complete with end terminals and
stainless steel bottle screws. etc.
Teak grabrails are fitted along deckhouse roof.
Each bow has a stainless steel stemhead fitting fixed into the moulded recess.

4 alloy anchor cleats are fitted, one near each bow and sterrn.
8 alloy heavy-duty fairleads are fitted, 2 forward and 2 aft on each side.
A ventilator of Tannoy or similar type is fitted over the toilet compartment.
Sheet attachment eyes, tracks etc. are fitted and two halliard winches (e.g.
Gibb size 2, top handle) are fitted on aft end of deckhouse roof. 2 sheet winches
(e.g. Gibb Sheetmaster 16, two speed, t o p handle) and on the aft outer coaming
of the cockpit. A hand bilge pump is mounted in the cockpit seat coming with a
separate shut-off valve and pipe to the midships bilge sump in each hull. The
stern liferaft stowage is arranged so that shifting the liferaft gives access to a
Mediterranean stern gangway.

Mooring Gear
The following equipment is provided:- Danforth type main anchor of 25-27 lbs
with 3 fathoms of 5/16in galvanised chain and 17 fathoms of 2in (16mm) nylon
multiplait warp, 4 warps and 4 fenders.
Internal Accommodation
The deckhouse forms the saloon and the hull accommodation comprises of 2
double cabins, a quarterberth, a galley and toilet compartment. The general layout of accommodation and furniture are in accordance with the layout plan.

CA TFISHER 28

All the visible internal joinery is of teak or teak-veneered plywood.
The saloon table lowers in order to form two additional berths and is removable for use as a cockpit table.
The exposed surfaces of hull and superstructure mouldings are covered with
cloth lining.
Upholstery is high density foam covered with a choice of the Fairways standard pattern materials of top quality cloth. Cushion thickness 6in for berths, 4in
for saloon seats, 2in for side seats and saloon seatbacks.
All floor mouldings are covered with carpets except the galley and toilet compartments. The latter has a teak grating with moulded shower tray underneath.
Curtain track and curtains are fitted over all windows other than in the
saloon.
The starboard forecabin allows for a cot berth as an extra, in place of the
wardrobe.
A freshwater pressure unit is fitted and piped to draw off both tanks together
or off either one; it supplies cold water to the galley and toilet compartment but can supply hot to both as an extra.

Provision is made for water heating as an extra by a gas heater.

STAMPEDE 8 M E T R E

Designers and Builders: Mustang Yachts
Marketed by and enquiries to: Seawork Marine Consultants, 517 Portswood Road,
Southampton S 0 2 3SA. England.

Conceived o n the drawing board of Rory Carter, the prototype "STAMPEDE OF
COWES" was completed by Mustang Yachts in August 1975, since when the vessel has undergone a rigorous research and development programme t o finalise the
design of the production model. The philosophy behind the project envisaged a
yacht fast enough t o sail around the Solent in winds above Force 2, without the
need t o worry a b o u t adverse tidal streams, y e t provide adequate family cruising
accommodation.
As part of Mustang Yachts' development programme, the vessel was entered
in t h e John Player World Sailing Speed Trials a t Weymouth in September 1975
a n d with her sail area reduced t o 27.88 sq metres, won Class C. In being officially

Starboard Hull for Galley,
Wash Sink, & Fixed Berths
Fore & Aft.
Port Hull for Navigation,
Heads, & Fixed Berths
Fore & Aft.

STAMPEDE

Rotating Mast

timed a t an average speed of 16.4 knots, STAMPEDE exceeded t h e officially recorded speed of any production monohull or multihull of any size sailing anywhere in t h e world, having cruising accommodation appropriate t o her size. Her
more recent successes include winning the Cowes - Poole Bar race and being
placed second in t h e Round the Island event o n t h e 1 9 t h June 1976. In both
cases she was the first catamaran and the first multihull under 3 5 f t t o finish.

I
I

!

STAMPELIE OF COWES was built using the foam sandwich method, b u t production models will be constructed of moulded GKP. The hulls, connected by
t w o moulded GRP b o x beams and one alloy forebeam, can b e dismantled for
transport by road. The box beams and hulls form the edges of t h e cockpit area
and storage space for deck geat is provided in t h e beams themselves. The heavyduty trampoline incorporates sail stowage and halyard pockets. Low aspect-ratio
aerofoil section keels are fitted and steering is accomplished by twin moulded
GRP rudders with alloy connecting bar and tiller extension. Masthead sloop rig
is standard and both the b o o m and the rotating mast are of anodised alloy. The
mainsail is fully battened and with the genoa gives a total sail area of 4 3 sq
metres. The main sheet trackruns the full width of the boat and two headsail
winches are provided with associated blocks, travellers and end-stops. Provision is
made f o r a retractable long-shaft outboard motor.
Each hull features t w o permanent single berths, fitted fore and aft. The port
hull also contains t h e chemical heads and a chart tablc, whilst the starboard hull
is fitted with a two-burner stove, a sink unit and utensil racks. A bilge pump installed in each hull is operated from the cockpit. 'I'he large open deckspace makes
an ideal eating and social area and will seat twelve people comfortably. The provision of a boom tent of 4 m X 3 m over the cockpit and surrounding deck area
contributes to the versatility of the accommodation when in port, allowing large
parties t o be catered for in comfort.
This new high-performance cruising catamaran is fulfilling a long awaited need
in the world multihull sector and is available a t a very competitive price.
(Editors Note: The prototype entered for the speed trials uses dagger boards).

P I T C A I R N 38
38 ft 1 in
Power
45 H.P. Diesel
twin hydraulic dribes
32 ft 1 in
Sail Arca
638 sq f t
18 tt 4Uin
Beam oberall
Accommodation
4 to 8
4 ft 4 in
Hull beam
Headroom
6 ft 3% i n maximum
2 ft 1 in
Hull draft
8 knots
Draft, Board down
8 ft 0 in
Speed undcr power
Displacement (load)
14,080 lbs
Speed under sail
12 to 14 knots
Designer: Robert B. Harris, 34 Coal Harbour Wharf, 566 Cardero St., Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada V6G 2W6.
The Design
The PITCAIRN 3 8 catamaran is the result of numerous requests for a smaller
version of our highly successful 50ft Sun God class. The best fcatures of the larger cats have been kept, viz., windward ability, sleek low profile deckhouse, high
wing, twin centreboards, high aspect ratio, fully battened mainsail, cutter rig,
sustained high average speeds, manoeuvrability and minimum hull draft, round
bottoms, dynamic hull steps, least cost dependable auxiliary power with one
Diesel totally accessible in the cockpit driving twin hydraulic propulsion units,
one i n each hull, providing full emergency reverse power and revolution rcduction, with faired shaft skegs t o protect t h e propellers from debris.

L. 0.
A.
LW.L

Comfort
Roomy y e t snug cockpit, large airy deckhouse lounge, with full horizon visibility
while seated, large chart table, galley, head, shower, sleeping for 4 t o 8 depending
o n arrangement.
-
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building method suitable for one-off yachts because it requires only easy to
build, cheap wood male forms to shape hulls and decks.

The Rig
The mast on the PITCAIRN 38 is set well aft in the modem style to create a
large foretriangle. The fully battened rig is the designer's preference. It has the
advantage not only of great power per square foot of sail but of lying quiet and
still in the strongest of winds when not drawing full and bye.

'The rig includes a removable forestay on which t o hang staysails when the
main is reefed, making a snug windward rig. Running backstays are provided t o
oppose the forestay in heavy weather.

Special Feature
h n 8ft 7in L.O.A. b y 3ft l i n beam dinghy is tucked away under t h e aft cockpit
seat with special door for easy launching between the hulls.

T H E BRITISH
" M U L T I H U L L OFFSHORE CRUISING A N D R A C I N G ASSOCIATION"
REQUIREMENTS

The British "Multihull Offshore Cruising and Racing Association" require the following
equipment t o be carried on their 1 9 7 7 race from Plymouth t o Horta, Azores. This list was
compiled by a very experienced team of multihull sailors and could be taken as a guide list
'of the amount of safety equipment t o be carried on an offshore cruising catamaran.
Construction, lifejackets, flares etc. are covered by the R.Y.A. regulations for minimum
equipment.
NAVIGATION LIGHTS
All yachts shall show correct navigation lights from sunset t o sunrise throughout the period
of the race. The scrutineers will require evidence of battery capacity, generators, oil capacity,
etc., sufficient t o enable the yacht t o comply with this regulation. Failure t o comply will
result in disqualification.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Multihulled yachts shall as a minimum carry the equipment currently specified in the
"Safety and Minimum Equipment Regulations" published by the Royal Yachting Association for category 0 multihulls.
In addition all competing yachts shall also comply with the following:
a) Total fresh water capacity shall be n o t less than 10 imperial gallons per crew member and
shall be carried in containers or in n o t less than two separate tanks. (This in lieu of the fresh
water capacity, other than in the life raft, specified in the previously mentioned regulations).
b ) Cany sufficient tools, materials and spares for emergency repairs at sea including underwater setting cement or similar product suitable for the repair of underwater damage.
c) One fire extinguisher of at least 3 Ibs content shall be situated in each hull of a multihull
containing living accommodation. (In lieu of the requirements of the above regulations).
d ) A jackstay o r stays must be securely rigged far enough inboard and run from at least the
cockpit t o a point forward which will permit crew members' personal safety harness when
attached thereto t o reach far enough for work at the forestay yet prevent the wearer from
being swept overboard. (Where the lack of width of deck near the bow may make strict and
literal compliance with this regulation impossible the best bona fide attempt t o comply shall
be accepted).
e) An alternative method of steering in case of damage t o the rudder(s). A long oar o r a
spare rudder blade if this can be fitted at sea is recommended. (This is already required for
multihull yachts).
f) One of the t w o lifebuoys must have attached t o it by a line a ballasted pole and flag. The
top of this danbuoy when in the sea t o be at least 4 feet above the surface. This buoy shall
have the drogue, whistle (referee type) and self-operating light already required by the rules
but the light should preferably be fitted o n top of the pole.
All lifebuoys are t o be clearly marked with the name of the yacht.
g) An adequate medical kit and instructions for its use shall be carried. As a guide it should
contain in addition t o its usual contents: burn or scald ointment, an eye bath, antibiotics,
crepe bandages, splints and an analgesic such as pethidine and distalgesic.
h ) Multihulled yachts must carry sufficient positive buoyancy t o remain afloat in the event
of capsize or flooding. (A certificate from the builder specifying the quantity of positive
buoyancy incorporated will be accepted as proof of its existence).
i) There shall be a separate bunk for every crew member. If this is not possible the yacht
must be equipped with not less than one bunk less than there are crew members.
j) An additional bilge pump or adequate spare parts for the existing pumps shall be camed.

The following whilst n o t mandatory are also recommended by the organizers:
k) Each personal safety harness be fitted with two lanyards each with a snap hook a t either
end and that both lanyards be attached throughout the hours of darkness and during adverse
weather to the jackstay or other strong point inboard. If a harness is fitted with only one
lanyard that lanyard must have three hooks (one a t each end and one spliced at such point
between as shall enable the user t o use that hook during movement). N.B. Skippers are
strongly urged by the organizers t o dissuade crew members from attaching their safety harness t o guardrails situated along the outboard extremities of the deck as such a practice
tends t o induce in the wearer a false sense of security.
1) A portable distress radio transmitter be carried, accessible when capsized.
m ) A heavy canvas envelope with eyelets t o serve as a collision mat.
n ) A fire blanket which should be within reach of the galley.
o ) Multihull yachts are recommended t o fit masthead permanent buoyancy, otherwise they
should carry some other anti- 180 degree capsize device. They should have a hatch affording
easy access from t h e accommodation t o the underside. The underside of the wings or
bridging should be painted a bright colour. T h e emergency equipment locker and life raft
should be accessible when capsized. In the absence of an underwing hatch a n axe must be
carried accessible when capsized.

CONCLUSION
This book has, I think, included in its pages nearly everything any one could possibly want to know about cruising catamarans. There is History, Design, Tank
tests and very many examples. We have set out to help everyone from designers
t o buyers, and have, we hope, succeeded in doing so.
From the practical examples and our knowledge of catamarans in use, there
would appear t o be two kinds of cruising catamaran; firstly, the cat designed and
used for Offshore racing and secondly, the cat which is laden with gear and used
for modest cruising.

The Offshore Racer
The design objective is to reduce wetted surface t o a minimum either by extremely light weight ( C / S / K ) or having sections of the hull which approximate t o
semi-circles (Prout, Harris, MacAlpine-Downie etc.). A shallow semi-ellipse four
times as wide as it is deep increases the wetted perimeter of a fixed area by 10%
and will take heavy loading bettcr than a semi-circle or deep semi-ellipse.
A lightly-built catamaran t o these design principles with a lot of sail area will
sail at spectacular speeds but will be capsizeable. The same catamaran, especially
of the shallow hull section, will make a fast and safe cruising catamaran if t h e sail
area is modest and i t is laden with stores.
The Modest Cruiser
The broad hulled catamaran (Bill O'Brien) can take a heavy load and, with rnodest sail area is still faster than comparable cruising single-hulled yachts. 11will
not be faster than racing single hulls, however.

The catamarans with deep semi-ellipses (Myers & Ewing) will be very fast if
they are very light but, in our opinion, taking loading poorly as compared with
shallow semi-ellipses. It is claimed that they have an easier sea motion than
broader hulls but if canoe-sterned, they can develop unpleasant pitching unless
the weights are properly distributed. The HZNA design of James Wharram approximates to that of Hugo Myers' SYMMETRY and is fast without centreboards.
However seaworthy they may be and easy to build, the other Wharram catamarans have rarely done well in any races, though few to our knowledge have been
given a good sail rig - the spritsail rig is poor and the junk rig, atrocious.
Capsizing
The novice and the yachtsman who has not raced a small catamaran over a whole
season has no business aboard an "Offshore racer", if fully canvassed. The
O'Brien or Wharram catamarans would be quite suitable, however. Neither
should capsize until the wind becomes Force 7 when, it is hoped, the size of the
sea will call for a reduction of canvas. These remarks have been made because
very highly experienced single-hulled sailors (Bill Howells for example) have capsized the ocean racing catamarans. We know of other examples.

.

The Supreme Danger
Catamarans have a shallow draft. This is one of their virtues but it can also be a
danger because it can lure the unwary mariner into shallow water breaking seas.
In the A.Y.R.S. MULTIHULL SAFETY STUDY, a capsize was described of a
catamaran running under jib only, and trying t o get into a harbour up the Estuary of the River Elbe in Germany. A NUGGET trimaran capsized running into
Salcombe in England in a modest wind. Both of these craft should have stayed in
deep water. If you own or intend to buy a catamaran, please take note.
Finale
In spite of the possibility of capsizing a catamaran, we feel that it is safer than a
comparable single hull yacht whose deep draft and heavy keel regularly cause
loss of life and yachts. Catamarans are, on the whole, faster than single-hulled
yachts and sail upright. They have less sail area (cruisers) and are easier to handle.
They can have large windows around the bridge-deck cabin and are, as a result,
more pleasant in harbours. Some moulded G.R.P. catamarans do sink if holed,
most multihull yachts are positively buoyant and float if flooded a desirable
feature.
Catamarans are really no cheaper than single-hulled yachts. However, the
Wharram designs can be cheaply built by amateurs and are easier to construct
than a single-hull.
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